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Safety Assessment of Collaborative Robotics
through Automated Formal Verification
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Abstract—A crucial aspect of physical human-robot collabora-
tion (HRC) is to maintain a safe common workspace for human
operator. However, close proximity between human-robot and
unpredictability of human behavior raises serious challenges in
terms of safety. This paper proposes a risk analysis methodology
for collaborative robotic applications which is compatible with
well-known standards in the area and relies on formal verification
techniques to automate the traditional risk analysis methods.
In particular, the methodology relies on temporal logic-based
models to describe the different possible ways in which tasks
can be carried out, and on fully automated formal verification
techniques to explore the corresponding state-space to detect and
modify the hazardous situations at early stages of system design.

Index Terms—Formal Methods, Temporal Logic, Robot Safety,
Model-based Risk Assessment, Human-Robot Collaboration

I. INTRODUCTION1

Human-robot collaboration (HRC) in industrial settings2

enhances the flexibility and adaptability of robotic systems3

for production. Close proximity and hybrid task assignment4

between humans and robots have substantial impacts on the5

safety of human operators. Most importantly, shared dynamic6

environments cannot be effectively supported by static safety7

analyses. In particular, the hybrid human-robot tasks generate8

different possible execution workflows. Therefore, various task9

assignments among humans and robots can also change during10

operations. In realistic scenarios, the environment can also11

change, due to mobile resources, tool changing, modification12

of the layout and process locations, so that the specifications of13

the system need to be re-evaluated. The safety of such evolving14

systems should not be verified as a static property, but rather15

according to the behavior of the system in actual situations.16

A HRC safety analysis shall comply with the requirements17

of ISO 12100 [1], as shown in the flowchart at the top of18

fig. 1. First, the procedure investigates any source of potential19

harm or discomfort to humans—known as hazards—during20

the course of a task execution. Then, identified hazards are21

evaluated in terms of risk—a metric, combining the intensity22

and likelihood of hazards, for the potential hazard to become23

an actual harm—and mitigated by introducing suitable risk24

reduction measures (RRM). A hazard is just a potential danger,25

and the goal of safety is achieved when high risks are resolved26

using different strategies [2].27

For changing scenarios, safety analysis needs to be compre-28

hensive and exhaustive, and it should facilitate the exploration29

of different variants and configurations of the system (e.g.,30

to support design updates). Manual risk assessments applied31

to HRC cases are necessarily static, and pose significant32

challenges to experts in identifying all possible hazardous 33

situations due to the high level of unpredictability of typical 34

human behaviors. As applications become more and more 35

complex and human-robot interactions expand, some risks 36

could be overlooked because they are hidden in the evolution 37

of the system. The main resulting limitation is the likely 38

selection of ineffective or over-conservative strategies (e.g., 39

always keep a low speed). 40

This paper introduces a rigorous, iterative methodology— 41

based on formal methods—to guarantee the safety of physical 42

HRC systems. It is structured as follows: Section II discusses 43

the state of the art in the field of safety analysis of HRC 44

applications, and Section III gives an overview of our own con- 45

tributions to it. Section IV introduces the background in formal 46

verification relevant for safety assessment, highlighting models 47

and safety properties. HRC system modeling is described in 48

Section V, which introduces the formalization of all relevant 49

elements in terms of temporal logic, including the modeling 50

of actions which is used to identify safety-critical situations. 51

Section VI describes how the formal approach supports the 52

key modules for safety analysis: extraction of hazards from 53

the formal model, risk estimation, and the verification of 54

risk reduction upon the introduction of models for mitigation 55

measures. Section VII reports on a use case of collaborative 56

task where the method is applied and illustrated. Finally, 57

Section VIII discusses several aspects of the methodology, the 58

obtained results and some open issues. 59

II. STATE OF THE ART 60

There is a rich literature about safety analysis of systems 61

where humans and machines interact in a critical way. We 62

can coarsely categorize it as: (a) general, mostly informal, 63

safety analysis techniques; (b) techniques and standards that 64

more specifically address HRC systems; (c) methods, tech- 65

niques and tools that exploit—at some level—the mathemati- 66

cal formalisms. Unsurprisingly, some works found in literature 67

exhibit features that belong to several of the above categories. 68

Among traditional, general-purpose, safety-centered tech- 69

niques, FMEA [3], FMECA [4], FTA [5], HAZOP [6] and 70

STAMP [7] are very well known. FMEA is a qualitative 71

approach that detects the potential failures of a system, eval- 72

uates their effects, introduces actions to eliminate or reduce 73

the chance of the potential failure and documents the whole 74

process. FMECA extends FMEA with criticality analysis and 75

quantifies effects and severities of failures. Given an identified 76

failure, these two methods basically find its main origin and 77

offer detailed intuitions about the system. FTA is a deductive 78
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failure analysis technique which exploits boolean algebra and79

probability theory. It finds out the causes of failure behavior80

via diagram and logic models [8]. HAZOP (HAZard and OP-81

erability study, [6]) identifies hazards and operability problems82

and investigates how a system can deviate from the intended83

design. HAZOP is usually carried out when the detailed design84

has been completed. Then, a multi-disciplinary team (HAZOP85

Team) uses brainstorming meetings to determine if the design86

intents are satisfied, using guide-words that provide qualitative87

measures of design deviations.88

Unlike other methods, STAMP (Systems-Theoretic Acci-89

dent Model and Processes, [7]) analyzes system accidents as90

a result of inadequate control (e.g., external events—including91

human factors—failures in the interaction among subsystems92

or between human and system) and not simply as a chain93

of failures. STPA (STAMP-Based Process Analysis, [9]) is a94

powerful hazard analysis technique based on STAMP which95

is used in different industry sectors.96

None of these methods, however, specifically addresses the97

requirements of the safety analysis of HRC applications and98

their peculiarities. These are tackled by the works of category99

(b) above, of which the following are some of the most repre-100

sentative ones: [10] deals with unpredictable environments and101

the various temporal combinations of their evolution, capturing102

hazards due to human factors; [11] focuses on the combination103

of different hazards, avoiding to create an excessive amount of104

redundant information; [12] argues for producing results that105

are not generic, (semi)-automated and reusable for different106

scenarios.107

Formal methods [13]—those of type (c) in the classification108

above—are a set of well-defined mathematical languages and109

techniques for accurate modeling, specification, and automated110

verification of systems. The formal model of an application111

can capture all of its associated workflows. Additionally,112

verification can be done via automated techniques that are113

capable of exploring all such workflows, thus eliminating any114

chance of overlooking any of them.115

In robotics, formal modeling and verification techniques116

have been mostly used for defining robot behavior (e.g.,117

controllers, motion planning, fault avoidance); therefore, safety118

has been tackled only indirectly.119

Formal verification has been also exploited for exhaustive120

and comprehensive safety analysis. A number of works de-121

veloped methods that employ (semi-)formal1 approaches to122

address safety. For example, [14], [15], [16] merge the semi-123

formal UML notation [17] with HAZOP first to describe test-124

case scenarios through Sequence and State Machine Diagrams,125

and then to identify hazards and analyze their risks. [18] use126

influence diagrams to model and represent tasks and their127

interrelations, and introduce a task-learning technique that128

allows human operators to teach robots the tasks to be exe-129

cuted. [19], [20] model an assistant robotic system through the130

Brahms language [21] and verify it against safety requirements131

via the SPIN model checker [22]. [23], [24] also employ132

formal verification to analyze the safety of assistant robots.133

1The term “semi-formal” denotes a notation whose syntax—i.e., the rules
for text or diagram composition—is mathematically defined, but whose
semantics is left to the experience and intuition of writers and readers.

[25], [26], [27], instead, focus on non-robotic collaborative 134

applications and use simplified cognitive architectures that 135

require large manual customizations, but mostly ignore human 136

fallibility and plausible errors. 137

The aforementioned works, however, take into limited con- 138

sideration the physical interaction between humans and robots, 139

focusing on assistive robots and avoiding relevant mechanical 140

hazards—like contacts—in industrial setups, as referenced in 141

domain-specific international standards such as ISO 15066 and 142

ISO 10218-2 [28] and [29]. 143

To this end, task-centric approaches usually rely on decom- 144

positions of the tasks to be executed. For instance, Hierarchical 145

Task Analysis (HTA [30]) offers an exhaustive description of 146

tasks by decomposing them in a hierarchy of goals, sub-goals, 147

operations and plans. Many task-centric approaches, e.g., [31], 148

rely on HTA to analyze the safety hazards that the task itself 149

might create. Models, however, should describe not only the 150

task to be executed with its goals and workflow, but also, as 151

pointed out by [32], the various components of the system: 152

physical and functional elements of the work domain, human- 153

machine interaction, as in [33], human judgments in different 154

situations, the configuration of the control system and so on. 155

This entails the necessity to create a well-integrated model of 156

the overall system model, where human behavior plays a key 157

role with distinguishing features. [34] identifies four categories 158

of techniques for the modeling of the human behavior (many 159

of which based on formal methods): 160

‚ Human-device interface (HDI) models, extensively stud- 161

ied in [35], focus on the interaction via interface tools and 162

do not deal with the co-presence of human and device 163

[36]. 164

‚ Cognitive models describe the knowledge behind human 165

observable behavior [35] and embodies a wide range of 166

models, from classic (e.g., SOAR [37], ACT-R [38], [39]) 167

to more recent ones (e.g., OCM [40], [41], PUM [42]). 168

PUM is the best-suited for formal verification because of 169

its general and accurate semantics. Examples of PUM- 170

based techniques are [43], [44], [26], [45]. 171

‚ Human mental models distinguish the machine model 172

from the user’s perception and cognition. [46], [25], 173

[47], [48] introduce several formalisms for building such 174

models. These models are too detailed to suit an ex- 175

haustive state-space and risk exploration because of state- 176

explosion issues. 177

‚ Task-analytic models are based on hierarchical structures 178

of tasks [34]; examples are OFM [49], UAN [50], Con- 179

curTaskTrees [51] and EOFM [52], [53]. 180

[27], [54], [55], [56], [57] combine cognitive models and 181

probability distributions. However, the authors of these works 182

mention that, since real data on human behavior is not avail- 183

able, they had to rely on self-generated fictional data that 184

does not necessarily reflect or abstract the actual behavior 185

of operators. This significantly lessens the reliability of these 186

approaches for what concerns safety analysis. 187

Unlike interface models, cognitive and task-analytic ones 188

are able to represent the collaboration between human oper- 189

ators and robots. However, they have been mostly used in 190

contexts that are not fully formal, or focus on a limited set of 191
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Figure 1: Overview of the SAFER-HRC methodology (bottom
part) with respect to risk assessment steps, simplified from
ISO 12100 (top part). SAFER-HRC creates a formal model of
the HRC application, on which a risk assessment is carried
out through automated formal verification. The results are
reported to a team of human assessors, who acknowledge risk
evaluations and refine the design of risk reduction models, then
re-run SAFER-HRC until a desired result is achieved.

intended behaviors (i.e., regular use of the system, standard192

and intended instructions of the application), ignoring instead193

the unintended ones (i.e., any deviation from the intended194

use), which are a major source of hard-to-predict hazards [58].195

HRC applications require a more comprehensive effort in the196

modeling of the human behavior than what is currently used in197

the domains of HDI—where co-presence is not an issue—or198

Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)—where human and robot co-199

exist in a shared environment, but no collaboration is required200

and the human is not an actor like the robot (e.g., service201

robotics, caregiver robots).202

III. CONTRIBUTIONS203

This paper proposes a methodology called SAFER-HRC204

(Safety Assessment through Formal Verification in HRC) for205

supporting dynamic safety assessment in HRC applications.206

SAFER-HRC uses model-based formal verification to (i) ex-207

haustively explore all possible execution workflows of an208

application, (ii) automatically identify hazards within those209

workflows and determine their associated risk, in compliance210

with ISO 12100 [1] and ISO 10218-2 [29], and (iii) introduce211

provisions for risky hazards and iteratively verify the effec-212

tiveness of such protective measures by computing residual213

risks.214

The system’s model is formalized in terms of temporal215

logic and is formally verified [59] against a desired safety216

property, i.e., the negligibility of risks (a hazard is harmless217

if its associated risk score is below a certain threshold). The218

formal verification is performed via the Zot [60] tool.219

In our approach, the informal and goal-oriented description220

of an application is translated into a logic model that captures221

the key components of a HRC system (operators, robots222

and layout), complemented with formalized descriptions of223

hazardous situations. Additional modules formalize risk esti-224

mation procedures (as in ISO/TR 14121-2 [61]) and protective225

measures in the same logic. These modules include predicates226

and formulae about humans, robots, environment, hardware227

properties, spatial and functional relationships among ele-228

ments, and safety protection factors (e.g., power limits). The229

whole logical model is discretized to abstract away from 230

excessive details and to avoid state-space explosion issues [62]. 231

The unpredictability of human behavior during the execu- 232

tion of a HRC task could generate a range of unintended, 233

potentially hazardous, situations. Thus, a sufficiently accurate 234

model of the system requires also to consider human factors 235

and the observable manifestation of the operator’s physical 236

presence and activities. SAFER-HRC captures the effects of 237

human behavior on safety properties to be verified, rather than 238

cognitive-based mechanisms behind such behaviors. A func- 239

tional model—rather than a cognitive one—replicates human 240

errors independently from attitudes of operators (e.g., being 241

tired or absent-minded) leading to such errors. 242

The selection of applicable risk mitigation strategies is not 243

fully automated. As shown in fig. 1, our methodology does 244

not replace the human risk assessor, but provides an automated 245

assistant that formalizes the standard risk evaluation procedure 246

of ISO 12100 applied to collaborative robotics. The human 247

risk assessor is in charge of (i) tailoring the model for the 248

system, and (ii) confirming the chosen mitigation action (e.g., 249

limit power, reduce speed, change path) after running the 250

verification process again. 251

IV. BACKGROUND: TEMPORAL LOGIC AND AUTOMATED 252

FORMAL VERIFICATION 253

The ultimate goal of the presented methodology is to 254

comprehensively explore and verify all possible interactions 255

between robots and human operators, with respect to risks. 256

Recall that risks, not hazards, are the key notion of safety. 257

The goal is then achieved by combining two elements: (i) a 258

formal model that captures the sequences of actions performed 259

by robots and operators in their fulfillment of assigned tasks; 260

(ii) mechanisms to exhaustively analyze these sequences of 261

actions, and to detect those that are deemed unacceptable if 262

some hazards, when present, display an intolerable risk. 263

Modeling actions along time 264

The first requirement (modeling actions) is accomplished 265

using a temporal logic language, called TRIO [63], which is 266

capable of expressing the evolution over time of phenomena 267

of interest (e.g., “the operator enters a robotic cell before a 268

robot moves”). Additionally, the TRIO language features a 269

quantitative notion of time, so that it is possible to render 270

properties of tasks such as “the robot always reaches the 271

working pose 3 time units after leaving its homing position”. 272

We rely on a fully logic-based approach to model actions 273

because this allows us great flexibility and modularity in 274

building models. For example, adding or removing actions 275

to/from workflows simply involves adding/removing the cor- 276

responding logic formulae, and similarly for other elements of 277

the system, such as RRMs. We chose TRIO as logic formalism 278

for its expressiveness and amenability to automated formal 279

verification (through Zot). Other logic languages, such as MTL 280

[64], which can also be automatically analyzed through the 281

Zot tool [65], would have suited our needs, though TRIO was 282

developed specifically with the idea of allowing practitioners 283

to build formal specifications of critical systems [66]. 284
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Table I: List of derived TRIO operators; φ, ψ denote proposi-
tions, and v is a variable and d is a constant value.

TRIO Operator Definition Meaning

Past pφ, dq d ą 0^ Dist pφ,´dq φ occurred d time units
in the past

Futr pφ, dq d ą 0^ Dist pφ, dq φ occurs d time units in
the future

Alw pφq @tpDist pφ, tqq φ always holds

Som pφq DtpDist pφ, tqq φ occurs sometimes

Until pφ, ψq DtpFutr pψ, tq ^
p@t1p0 ă t1 ă tq ñ

Dist pφ, t1qqq

ψ will eventually occur
and φ will hold till then

Untilw pφ, ψq Until pφ, ψq _ Alw pφq weak until: ψ may never
occur in the future

WithinF pφ, dq Dtp0 ă t ă
d^ Dist pφ, tqq

φ will occur within d
time units

TRIO formulae are built out of propositions and predicates285

describing the basic phenomena of the system (e.g., turn on,286

off) and the usual propositional connectives—“and” (^), “not”287

( ), etc.—and first-order quantifiers—”forall” (@), “exists”288

(D)—as well as a single basic modal operator, called Dist,289

that relates the current time to another time instant. Then, if290

φ is a TRIO formula and d is a time distance, Dist pφ, dq291

holds at time t if, and only if, φ holds at time t ` d.292

While TRIO can exploit both discrete and dense sets as time293

domains (e.g., the set of nonnegative integers N, or the set294

of nonnegative real numbers Rě0), in this work we assume295

N as discrete time domain. For convenience in the writing296

of specification formulae, TRIO defines a number of derived297

temporal operators from the basic Dist, through propositional298

composition and first-order logic quantification. Table I reports299

some of the most significant ones, including those used in300

this work. For example, consider the following two generic301

predicates: leave home, to describe when the robot departs302

from a homing position—i.e., leave home is true at time t303

if the robot departs at that time—and at target, to capture304

the fact that the robot is operational in a position. Then, the305

situation informally introduced above is formally captured by306

the TRIO formula Alw pleave home ñ Dist pat target, 3qq.307

Interested readers can find more details about the TRIO308

language in [63].309

A formula φ describing some situation in the TRIO lan-310

guage is evaluated over histories, which formally capture the311

notion of “behavior” of a system.312

Definition 1: Given a predicate pred, a history H for313

pred is a set of its values along the temporal domain314

N; we indicate the values taken by pred in history H as315
H

predp0q,Hpredp1q,Hpredp2q, . . .. This definition is extended316

in a natural way to sets of predicates S and to formulae φ.317

For example, consider the predicate leave home introduced318

above: a history H1 might be such that leave home is true319

at time 8 (denoted as
H1

leave homep8q). Another possible320

history H2 might be such that leave home is true at time 10,321

but not at time 8.322

Definition 2 (Semantics of Dist): Let φ be a TRIO formula,323

N the temporal domain and t P N the current time instant. 324

Then
H
φptq indicates the value of formula φ at instant t for 325

history H, which is either true or false. Let d be a (positive 326

or negative) time distance—i.e., d P Z. Formula Dist pφ, dq 327

holds at time t for history H if, and only if, φ holds at time 328

t ` d, or, equivalently,
H

Dist pφ, dqptq is true if, and only if, 329
H
φpt` dq is true. 330

For example, consider history H1 (see fig. 2) such that both 331
H1

leave homep8q “ true and H1at targetp11q “ true hold; 332

then, formula φex :“ leave home ñ Dist pat target, 3q holds 333

at time 8 in H1, that is,
H1
φexp8q “ true. 334

Verification of properties 335

A history H is said to satisfy a TRIO formula φ if φ holds 336

for H in the origin of the time domain—i.e., if
H
φp0q is 337

true. In general, a formula φ is satisfiable if there exists a 338

history H for which it is satisfiable; if no such history exists, 339

φ is unsatisfiable. For example, consider formula Alw pφexq, 340

where φex was introduced above, and the histories H1 and 341

H2 of fig. 2. History H1 satisfies Alw pφexq, because every 342

time leave home is true in the history (i.e., at instants 1 343

and 8), after 3 time units at target is also true; hence, 344
H1

Alw pφexqp0q “ true. History H2, on the other hand, does 345

not satisfy Alw pφexq, because leave home is true at time 1, 346

but there is no corresponding at target at time 4, hence φex 347

is not true in 1 and
H2

Alw pφexqp0q “ false.

Figure 2: Two examples of histories for formula
Alw pleave home ñ Dist pat target, 3qq, one that satisfies the
formula (history H1) and one that does not satisfy it (H2).

348

Satisfiability checking is the problem of determining 349

whether a TRIO formula φ is satisfiable or not. In general, 350

checking the satisfiability of TRIO formulae is an undecidable 351

problem. However, this paper uses a decidable subset of the 352

language, that can be handled by automated tools, in order 353

to build the system model and to express its properties. In 354

particular, the Zot bounded satisfiability checker [60] imple- 355

ments several techniques for checking the satisfiability of 356

TRIO formulae in an automated manner [65], [67]. More 357

precisely, given an input TRIO formula φ, Zot returns either 358

a history satisfying φ or the value UNSAT, which stands for 359

“unsatisfiable”. Satisfiability checking is the underlying mech- 360

anism for verifying the safety properties of an application. An 361

application corresponds to a set of histories. Let φS be a TRIO 362

formula that formalizes the possible behaviors of a system. 363

Then, the histories that satisfy φS are exactly those that capture 364
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all possible sequences of phenomena of interest occurring in365

the application. Let φP be a TRIO formula that captures a366

safety requirement—e.g., “the risk value is always less then367

a given tolerable threshold”. Then, the desired property to be368

verified holds for the application if there are no histories of the369

system described by φS that violate the property described by370

φP . Formally, there are no behaviors (histories) of the system371

for which “not φP ” holds.372

Definition 3 (Safety verification): Given a formula φS373

capturing the behaviors of the system and a formula φP374

formalizing the safety property, the system is safe if, and only375

if, φS ^ φP is unsatisfiable.376

Operationally, an application is verified to be safe or not by377

inputting a suitable TRIO formula (i.e., φS^ φP ) in the Zot378

bounded satisfiability checker. The outcome UNSAT proves379

the application being safe. Otherwise, Zot returns a history380

that not only satisfies φS , but also violates φP (because it381

satisfies  φP ); this is a counterexample witnessing why the382

application is not safe.383

Definition 4: Under the generic notion of risk, the specific384

safety property φP to be used in definition 3 becomes385

Alw prisk ď τq (1)

where τ is a tolerable value of a quantitative notion of risk386

(to be detailed in Subsection VI-B).387

The description of an application is made of a set—or a388

conjunction—of formulae φS , to which definition 3 collec-389

tively applies. An instance of the formal model captures all390

possible behaviors of the system in a given application—i.e.,391

the histories of values taken by temporal logic predicates.392

Different histories from the same model instance are possible393

and are due to different timings for the modeled actions (e.g.,394

an operator might reach a target in a non-deterministic way).395

Whenever an application is changed, a new instance of the396

TRIO model is produced, in turn corresponding to many397

histories. Changes might be due to variations in the nominal398

workflow when the functional purpose of the application is399

modified, or to variations in the properties of elements (e.g.,400

safety limitations are enabled in robots), a rearrangement of401

the layout, the introduction of new devices, and so on. Upon402

re-instantiation of the model—regardless of the reason—the403

safety condition captured by formula (1) is checked again404

for satisfiability. This automatic mechanism is very useful405

whenever the conditions of the application change because406

a planning action is done (e.g., task change) or some safety407

functions (e.g., power limitation) are manually enabled by the408

safety person(s) in charge of the tool.409

V. METHODOLOGY OF FORMALIZATION OF HRC410

APPLICATIONS411

This section provides the modeling elements of human-412

robot collaborative tasks—i.e., the components of the system413

(subsection V-A)—and how such tasks are organized in actions414

(subsection V-B). The model described in this section and in415

section VI constitutes the temporal logic formulae denoted by416

φS in definition 3.417

Figure 3: Example HRC layout modeled with a manipulator,
an operator and some fixtures. Some locations L (shaded
regions) are represented together with the values of obst,
shape and material attributes.

A. Elements of HRC systems: operators, robots and layouts 418

The formal model of a HRC system involves three main 419

classes: operators (O), robots (R) and layouts (L). 420

Definition 5 (Layout (L)): The workspace layout is par- 421

titioned in locations L “ tL1, . . . , Lnu, each of which is 422

specified by a tuple of characteristics that help identify hazards 423

and estimate their risks. 424

Lk “ xshapek,materialk, obstky
shapek P tsharp, chamfer, fillet, roundu
materialk P tsoft, hardu
obstk P toccluded, clear, free, warningu

(2)

shapek and materialk are abstract representations of the form 425

and substance of each location and take one of the mentioned 426

discrete values. The attributes of a location L are intended to 427

render some safety-related properties of the environment, in 428

order to underpin the identification of potential hazards, and 429

some information useful for the risk estimation of such hazards 430

(see subsection VI-A for details). 431

In particular, attribute obst is closely related to the 432

workspace of the robot element. Depending on where the 433

robot is based, for each location L that the robot cannot reach 434

(see fig. 3) it holds that obst “ free. Assignments obst “ 435

toccluded, clearu are, instead, defined for all locations 436

within the reach of the robot, depending on the presence or 437

absence of constraining objects. Assignment obst “ warning 438

is defined for regions outside the robot workspace which are 439

relevant for safety measures (e.g., slow down the robot). 440

For example, the layout in fig. 3 reports 3 regions around 441

the left (hazardous) fixture, of which location L1 is labeled 442

as L1 “ xsharp, hard, occludedy, while L2 location is 443

further away from the fixture and is labeled as L2 “ 444

xsharp, hard, cleary. 445

Definition 6 (Robot (R)): The robot model R is com- 446

posed of the formalization of its n links—that is, R “ 447

tR1, . . . , Rnu—and several kinematic constraints that capture 448

the correct movements of serial manipulators. A robot link 449

Rj (e.g., an end-effector) is specified by a tuple consisting 450
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of both static—i.e., constant over time—attributes (mass mj451

and shape shapej) and dynamic—whose values change over452

time—attributes (current values of position on the layout pj ,453

velocity vj and force fj):454

Rj “ xpj , vj , fj ,mj , shapejy
pj P L, vj , fj P tnone, low, mid, highu
mj “ tlow, mid, highu
shapej P tsharp, chamfer, fillet, roundu

(3)

As shown above, the values of velocity when translating455

from one location to another, and of the force exchanged456

between the link and the environment are expressed through457

quantized discrete values. For example, assuming that R1458

and R2 are two attached links, Alw pp1 “ p2 _ Adjpp1, p2qq459

states that they are always in the same location, or in460

adjacent ones. Similarly, there are constraints on velocity461

and force values to exclude discontinuities. For example,462

Alw pvj “ noneñ Futr pvj “ pnone|lowq, 1qq asserts that if463

the velocity is equal to none, it cannot jump to mid or high464

at the next time instant and it can only be equal to low or465

none. Another example is  movingR ô @jpvj “ noneq,466

which states that a robot is not moving when all its links have467

null velocity.468

Remark 1: Definition 6 assumes that the position of each469

robot link is equal to a single location of the layout, excluding470

the occupation of multiple locations at the same time, and471

that the velocity is the center of mass velocity. Naturally, this472

assumption is valid only for layout partitions that are fine-473

grained enough. We claim this is the case for most common474

applications, including example 1, and the case study in sec-475

tion VII, as we have divided the layout into functional volumes476

that can be measured and are related to the programmed477

movements of the links. However, this assumption can be478

relaxed into a multi-location occupation model, which entails479

a greater accuracy in the modeling of the positioning of agents,480

but also a more complex kinematics.481

Definition 7 (Operator (O)): The model of a human op-482

erator is composed of a set of formalized definitions of483

eleven body regions O “ tOhead, . . . , Olegu [28] and a set of484

constraints introduced for the sake of the consistency of the485

body model. Every body part Oi is defined by a tuple including486

both constant values which are relevant for the mechanics of487

contacts (mass mi and stiffness ki) and the dynamic values of488

position and velocity.489

Oi “ xpi, vi,mi, kiy
pi P L, vi P tnone, low, mid, highu (4)

For example, Alw pphead “ parm _ Adjpphead, parmqq is a490

constraint which asserts that consecutive body parts are always491

in locations that are the same or adjacent, thus ruling out492

unrealistic configurations such as head and arms being in493

opposite corners of the layout.494

For the sake of compatibility with relevant standards in the495

field, we have chosen to adopt the human body analysis of496

ISO 15066 [28], which identifies eleven body regions—twenty497

nine specific localizations—according to their different pain498

tolerance on the basis of biomechanical studies in [68] on499

Figure 4: Sequences of actions can differ according to evalu-
ation of their pre-conditions.

impacts (by robots). The eleven body regions are head, face, 500

neck, shoulders, chest, belly, pelvis, upper and lower arms, 501

hands, thigh and legs. 502

B. Formalization of tasks 503

In a given history H , the state s of the system at a given 504

time t is the set of values taken in H by the variables, 505

parameters and properties defined in the model: we indicate 506

it by Hsptq. For example,  movingR1
^movingR2

^ ppR1 “ 507

L1q^phead “ L2 is a constraint that predicates on the state of 508

the model at a given time; for the constraint to hold at time t 509

in a history H , then it must be that v1 “ none holds at t, i.e., 510

Hv1ptq “ none, v2 ‰ none, etc. In this work we are interested 511

in studying the behavior of HRC applications over bounded 512

histories. More precisely, a bounded history of length K is 513

such that only time instants t ď K are taken into account, 514

with K sufficient to reach the conclusion of each history. 515

The evolution of the model from one state to another (i.e., 516

its dynamics) derives from actions, which compel attributes 517

to change values. For example, an operator is required to 518

move from one location (say, L1) to another (L2), as part 519

of a task, while the robot is not working. The execution of 520

this action, taking x time units, modifies the state from Hsptq, 521

which is compatible with constraint pi “ L1 ^ movingR to 522

state Hspt ` xq, which is instead compatible with constraint 523

pi “ L2 ^  movingR. There might be intermediate states 524

between instants t and t`x—e.g., the operator passes through 525

other possible locations Li and Lj to reach L2. 526

Definition 8: Every task is composed of a set of atomic
actions. An action ai is defined by a tuple of the following
form, where ai,exeT is its required time for termination,
ai,agent is its expected executor agent (operator or robot),
preCi and posCi are two sets of formulae that enable/control
its actual execution, and ai,sts defines its executional state,
which will be explained later on.

ai “ xai,exeT , ai,agent, preCi, posCi, ai,stsy
ai,exeT P N, ai,agent P top, rou
ai,agent “ opÑ ai,sts P tns, wt, exe, sfex, hd, dn, exitu
ai,agent “ roÑ ai,sts P tns, exe, sfex, hd, dn, exitu

(5)

Figure 4 shows the workflow of actions. For example, 527

actions a2 and a4 could start only after termination of a1 and 528

a2, respectively, hence a1,sts“dn P preC2 and a2,sts“dn P 529
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Formula Definition

i preC ^ opStarts an operator action does not start before
opStarts.

ii preC ^opStarts^c§� operator should start within � time units.

iii Di, j, k, xpRRMijk,xq a RRM of type x, involving Ri,Oj and Lk, is
active.

iv  piiiq ^ posC posC are not fulfilled yet and no RRM is ac-
tive.

v piii ^ pviqq ^ posC posC are not fulfilled yet and some RRM is
active.

vi Di, j, kpRRMijk,holdq a RRM of type hold is active.

vii Di, j, kpriskijk ° ⌧q risk exceeds the threshold.

Figure 1: Semantics of human and robot actions. Few edges are explained in
the table above and the rest of the edges are created by combining them. For
operator actions the blue part replaces the direct transition from ns to exe. c is
a clock that count the time spent in state wt. To simplify the figure, red edges
which means that risk is high and execution must abort are shown with a single
edge from the set of all the states except dn to exit. Edges are identified by
numbers which are defined as in the table.

1

Figure 5: Semantics of human and robot actions. For readability, some edges (numbered i-vii) are explained in the table above.
For operator actions the blue part replaces the direct transition from ns to exe. c is a clock that count the time spent in state
wt. To simplify the figure, red edges which means that risk is high and execution must abort are shown with a single edge
from the set of all the states except dn to exit.

preC4. However, pre-conditions do not necessarily specify a530

workflow as a whole: other actions may execute between a2531

and a4, and a2 may start on different time instants in two532

different histories of the model.533

Model of robot actions: The semantics of our proposed534

model allows actions to have a set of executional states and535

defines the transitions among them, as depicted in fig. 5.536

However, this semantics does not capture the algorithm im-537

plemented by the robot controller, nor the operational state of538

the controller (e.g., idle, busy); rather, it is the abstraction of539

the conditions of robot actions. Transitions between different540

states of the action can also be triggered by cross-action541

predicates that qualify the presence of hazards, risks and542

RRMs. A robot action can be in one of the following states:543

‚ ns (not started): initial default state which holds until all544

pre-conditions become true.545

‚ exit: given a safety property that the system should546

satisfy, such as the one in definition 4, the task execution547

aborts upon its violation, which corresponds to the de-548

tection of hazardous situations with high risk during the549

lifetime of any of the actions.550

‚ exe (executing): running state which is triggered when551

all pre-conditions are satisfied.552

‚ sfex (safe executing): extension of exe state with at least553

one active RRM in order to keep the risk level acceptable.554

‚ hd (hold): exception state, entered upon an explicit sus-555

pension of execution due to a request from the operator.556

The state is used when the execution is momentarily557

paused, although some safety RRMs may be enabled.558

‚ dn (done): regular termination state which is triggered559

when all post-conditions are satisfied.560

If a task contains a loop of n iterations, n separate sets of561

actions are independently instantiated—i.e., ai and ai`n are 562

two separate actions with identical definitions. Note that n is 563

a constant parameter whose value is determined before the 564

safety analysis is carried out. 565

Model of operator actions: The behavior of the operator is 566

non-deterministic. It is unrealistic to impose that the operator 567

starts execution of an action as its preconditions are satisfied. 568

Indeed, the execution of actions by the operator might not 569

be as temporally accurate as for the robot. Delays could 570

affect the correct timing of the task without compromising its 571

completion (e.g., slight distraction, plain waiting). Hence, in 572

addition to preconditions, an operator action depends also on 573

a new predicate opStarts, which captures the time operator 574

actually starts to act. As shown in formula (6), a timeout 575

equal to ∆ time units is assigned to every operator action, 576

which starts being counted as soon as all preconditions of the 577

action hold. The transition wt Ñ exe is triggered when the 578

operator starts executing the action (opStarts) within ∆ time 579

units. Otherwise, the action returns to state ns. 580

˜

ai,agent “ op^
ai,sts“wt

¸

ñ
˜

WithinF pai,sts“exe,∆q_
Futr pai,sts“ns,∆` 1q

¸

(6)

Another assumption included in the model states that, 581

unlike the robot, the operator is able to execute up to two 582

actions at a time. It is stated by the formula below, which 583

defines that there cannot be three different operator actions 584

executing simultaneously, thus keeping the maximum number 585

of concurrently executing operator actions to two. 586

 Di, j, k
¨

˝

i ă j ă k ^ az,agent “ op
ľ

zPti,j,ku
paz,sts“exe_ az,sts“sfexq

˛

‚ (7)
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Table II: Predicates used to formalize the definition of hazardous situations between Rj , Oi and Lk.

Predicate Formula Definition

Sepij P tclose, mid, faru a discrete value to represent the distance of Rj and Oi. Sepij “ close
means that the two elements are in he same location (pi “ pj “ Lk);
Sepij “ mid means they are in adjacent locations; and Sepij “ far
means there is at least one location in between locations of i and j.

InSameLijk ô Sepij “ close Rj and Oi are both located in Lk .

ArrivedBeforeijk ô InSameLijk ^ Past ppi “ Lk, 1q ^ Past ppj ‰ Lk, 1q Rj entered Lk right before Oi.

Reachijk ô InSameLijk ^ Past
`

Sepij ą close, 1
˘

Rj and Oi just arrived in Lk together.

Leaveijk ô Past
`

InSameLijk, 1
˘

^ pi ‰ Lk ^ pj ‰ Lk Rj and Oi both just left Lk .

Contactijk ô InSameLijk ^movingRi
contacts occur when Rj is functioning in close proximity with Oi in
Lk ( pLk,obst “ freeq).

If multiple operator actions are in state wt, at most587

two of them will non-deterministically—and not necessarily588

simultaneously—enter state exe within ∆ time units. More-589

over, a human operator could manifest erroneous behavior that590

affects the completion of the task. This includes: repetitions591

of the same action, omissions, reversal of order, replacement,592

insertion [69]. The inclusion of state wt helps us to generate593

some of these error types (omission, insertion). This issue has594

been tackled more thoroughly in [70].595

VI. RISK ASSESSMENT MODULES596

In order to automate the risk assessment procedure of ISO597

12100 [1], the formal verification routine of SAFER-HRC598

explores all histories H of the model in search for hazards599

and their associated risks. Each phase of risk assessment is600

modeled by one of the modules explained in the following. If601

a history of the model follows the definition of a hazardous602

situation declared in subsection VI-A, then its risk is estimated603

by the formula included in subsection VI-B. If the estimated604

risk value is above a predefined threshold, the mechanisms605

introduced in subsection VI-C would find it and thus highlight606

the necessity of some RRM. Then, a suitable constraint as607

defined in subsection VI-D is introduced in the model.608

The formal model of RRMs provides an abstraction of609

safety functions [71]. A safety function is deployed in practice610

to “solve” a non-negligible risk, and can be implemented in611

different ways, using various input, output and logic compo-612

nents (e.g., sensors, controllers, motors and mechanical de-613

vices) whose reliability level is identified by functional safety614

requirements. The behavior (correct or faulty) of such hard-615

ware/software components is modeled through the information616

they generate: for example, a correct detection by a position617

sensor is captured by a predicate representing the information618

“operator one is in region L1” being true; Depending on the619

hazards detected by the verification runs, different selections of620

RRMs are possible, according to the chosen policy for solving621

risks.622

If the model fails to satisfy a certain safety property, it623

means the model requires some refinements in terms of adding624

new RRMs, modifying properties of O, R and L or pre/post-625

conditions of actions.626

A. Hazard Identification Module 627

This work focuses on mechanical hazards (e.g., impacts, 628

shearing, crushing, cutting [1, Annex B]). The principle is 629

nevertheless extensible to other types of hazards, once they 630

are formalized through their properties and relevant attributes. 631

Each mechanical hazard has a formal definition and is identi- 632

fied by a Boolean predicate hzd˚ijk, where ˚ is the placeholder 633

for the hazard type label to be qualified, and ijk are, respec- 634

tively, the identifiers of the robot part, human body part, and 635

location involved in the hazardous situation. The formal model 636

includes a finite set of hazard definitions. Whenever one of 637

them is satisfied in a state, the corresponding predicate hzd˚ijk 638

is true, which captures the fact that the hazardous situation 639

occurs in the system. Mechanical hazards arise from the 640

relative positions of body parts, robot links and objects, as well 641

as from the dynamics of such mutual relationships among O, 642

R and L. Hence, some predicates have been introduced in the 643

formal model in order to express these spatial configurations 644

and to capture the definitions of hazards. These predicates 645

are described in table II for given Rj P R, Oi P O and 646

Lk P L. For compatibility with recent standardization efforts 647

in industrial robotics [28], contact hazards involving operators 648

and collaborative robots are classified into two groups: (i) fast, 649

impact-like contacts, where body parts are hit and then recoil 650

because of the kinetic energy transferred to the body, defined 651

as transient (Tr) contacts; (ii) sustained contacts of body parts 652

against a constraining object with continuous energy flow from 653

the robot, defined as quasi-static (Qs). In Qs-type situations, 654

robot forces distribute as pressure on affected body areas 655

with a slow/negligible displacement, which depends on the 656

mechanical impedance of the body part. Thus, Tr and Qs 657

hazards between Rj , Oi in Lk are formalized as follows. 658

Definition 9: As defined by the next formula, a Quasi-static
hazard hzdQsijk occurs when two elements approach each other
in an occluded location. It can also happen in a non-occlusion
region when multiple links of a robot are in the same location
and fold in a way that could entrap a human body part.

hzdQsijk ô
Contactijk ^ Reachijk ^ ArrivedBeforeijk^
`

obstk “ occluded_ DRm P RpInSameLimk ^ i ‰ mq˘
(8)

Transient contacts are, instead, revealed by a non-sustained 659

contact in a region without occlusions. 660
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Figure 6: Reference matrix for hybrid method of risk estimation [61, §A.7, example Table A.19].

Definition 10: The next formula defines that a Transient661

hazard hzdTrijk occurs when two elements Oi and Rj reach a662

clear location.663

hzdTrijk ô
Contactijk ^ Reachijk ^ obstk “ clear^
Futr pLeaveijk, 1q ^ ERm P RpReachimk ^ j ‰ mq

(9)

Depending on the geometry and kinematics of the robot, the664

granularity with which the layout L is partitioned is essential665

to guarantee that the conditions in formulae (8) and (9) capture666

real hazardous situations.667

Example 1 (Hazard identification): Figure 3 represents a668

typical HRC scenario in which the robot is supposed to execute669

an by Rj , whereas operator executes am by Oipi “ handq. In670

fact the robot and operator need to concurrently move from671

L2 to L1 and thus am,sts “ exe P preCn. Recall that the672

layout is divided in regions L1 “ xround, hard, occludedy673

and L2 “ x˚, ˚, cleary, and also that an,exeT “ Tn and674

am,exeT “ Tm hold.675

Consider a history H in which the precondition of action676

am holds at time t. The operator has ∆ time units to start677

executing am and consequently different contact combinations678

might happen. If the timeout expires, am,sts “ ns becomes679

true and an cannot start cause its precondition does not hold.680

Otherwise (the operator timely starts am at t ă t1 ă t `∆),681

one of the following situations occurs:682

1) At t2 ą t1, Oi and Rj both reach L2 before reaching683

the target (L1). Thus, the configuration of the state at684

time t2—i.e., Hspt2q—matches with formula (9) and685
H

hzdTrij2pt2q holds.686

2) At t2 ą t1, Oi arrives at L1 before Rj . Thus, Hspt2q687

matches with formula (8), and
H

hzdQsij1pt2q holds.688

3) Oi reaches L1 after Rj . Thus t1 ă ti ă t1 `689

maxtTn, Tmu does not match any contact conditions.690

B. Risk Estimation Module691

Once the hazards are identified, their associated risks need692

to be computed according to the normative principles of risk693

estimation [1, §5.5.2]. The risk value of hzd˚ijk is represented694

by riskijk, which is a compound notion of severity and prob-695

ability of occurrence. Severity states the effects of hazards in696

terms of lesions or damages, while probability of occurrence697

is an indicator of the hazard’s likelihood in time and space,698

or the possibility to being exposed to hazards due to errors 699

and failures, or the chance to avoid hazards due to layout 700

conditions. In case the risk is estimated to be non-negligible, 701

RRMs should react by reducing one of the two factors—or 702

even both, if necessary. 703

SAFER-HRC adopts the hybrid risk estimation method 704

defined in ISO/TR 14121-2[61, §5.4.4.6 and Annex A] that 705

combines a risk matrix approach with quantitative risk factors: 706

severity Se, frequency Fr, probability Pr and avoidability 707

Av. As shown in fig. 6, the latter three factors are combined 708

to set an identifier (Cl “ Fr ` Pr ` Av) that, together 709

with the severity value, determines the final risk. The depicted 710

matrix in fig. 6 replaces continuous figures (e.g., probability 711

distributions) with qualitative notions (likely, possible, rarely, 712

etc.) whose values correspond to positive integer numbers. 713

It is noteworthy that probability scores are rarely derived 714

from a known distribution,2 but, rather, they are associated 715

with statistical data about accidents in similar situations and 716

frequent human misbehavior. 717

Initial risk estimation: In HRC applications, it is very 718

common to have permanent exposure to robot systems due 719

to the sharing of the same workspace as part of the intended 720

use—i.e., the frequency value Fr is assumed to be always 721

maximum and equal to the initial one Fr0 (where the t¨u0 722

superscript denotes the initial value of risk factors). 723

The probability factor Pr considers the human behavior, the 724

reliability of components, the history of accidents, etc. The 725

Pr score is then very much influenced by both the quality of 726

the safety-related equipment and the skill/awareness level of 727

the operator. In absence of any active mean intended to solve 728

machine failures and human errors, the default score for the 729

probability is assumed to be Pr0 ě 2. 730

Similarly, without alerting or training, nor active safety, the 731

default chance of avoidance is negligible—i.e., Av0 “ 5. 732

Table III: Values in initial risk estimation.

Se0ijk Fr0ijk Pr0ijk Av0ijk risk0ijk

initial value ě 3 5 ě 2 5 2 (non-neg.)

The starting estimate of risks associated with hazards does 733

not take into account any risk mitigation factor and assigns a 734

high severity value due to the presence of moving machines 735

2This is one of the main reasons why quantitative methods in ISO/TR
14121-2 [61] are hardly used in manual assessments.
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Figure 7: Pressure resulting from force fj on surfaces
minshapeijk (shadow area) for quasi-static contacts—Oi is
always between Rj and Lk. The length of arrows is propor-
tional to the force magnitude. The deformation of the body
part under load dx is proportional to the pressure.

(default hypothesis in safety of machinery). As a result, the736

initial risk is very often non-negligible (see Table III), due737

also to its occurrence factor—i.e., for all hazard hzd˚ijk it738

holds that Cl0 ě 12. Instead of adopting safeguarding RRMs,739

which remove hazards, but prevent the collaborative sharing740

of spaces and functions, HRC hazards are further analyzed in741

terms of their effects (i.e., the severity factor) with specific742

focus on physical human-robot interactions. In the following,743

we provide an example of more detailed model of severity of744

contact hazards, depending on the involved physical quantities745

(shape of the contact surfaces, velocity, force, etc.).746

Risk Estimation: pain and pressure: The general principle747

in HRC physical interaction [72] is that the operator should748

never get injured. However, ISO 15066 claims that occasional749

accidental contacts would produce just a sensation of limited750

pain that is not different from the sensation generated by751

contacts in activities of daily life and could be captured by752

Se ă 3. There have been several studies [73], [68], [74], [75]753

to set empirical injury scales. Experiments on dummies and754

cadavers are reported in [72]. Although the biomechanics of755

pain is far from being fully understood, the primary figure for756

painful interaction is known to be pressure, i.e., the contact757

force distributed through the interaction area.758

Pain derives3 from the energy or power flux density from759

the robot into tissues of different masses, stiffnesses and sen-760

sitivities to pain, depending on the dynamics of the contact. In761

particular, flux densities are dominated by kinetic energy trans-762

fer in transient contacts or by mechanical work in quasi-static763

constraining. The formal model contains an attribute called764

minshapeijk P tsharp, chamfer, fillet, roundu which is765

a combinatorial value of shapes of Rj , Oi and Lk and766

symbolizes the surface of the contact area. Once minshapeijk767

is known, the effect of the distribution of forces over surfaces768

and the caused pain are computable. Figure 7 shows a few769

examples in which the exposed area to the contact (minshape)770

affects the pressure value.771

3from standardization perspective only. Cited ongoing studies are dedicated
to investigate pain onset and bio-mechanical implications.

Table IV: The mapping between concrete and discrete fj
values, valid for human hand palm.

interaction area cm2 minshape fj :“ low fj :“ mid

5 ď A ă 15 fillet 800N 3900N
1 ď A ă 5 chamfer 400N ´

A ă 1 sharp 70N ´

When a Qs hazard occurs, the force fj applied by the
robot causes a pressure, captured by a set of discrete values
P P tlow, mid, highu. The only case for negligible pain,
formalized below, is pP “ lowq because it could only
cause Se ă 3. The force values in formula (10) should
be initialized based on experimental pain studies. However,
additional limitations could be considered if deemed necessary
by the safety team. Table IV draws an example of a mapping
between actual force values and the discrete values of the
formal model, in the case of the palm of a human hand.

P Qs
ijk “ lowô
ppfj “ low|fj “ midq ^ pminshapeijk “ pround|filletqqq
_ pfj “ low^ pminshapeijk “ pchamfer|sharpqqq

(10)

772

When a Tr hazard occurs, the actual pain is believed to orig- 773

inate from the pressure on body tissues, whose deformation 774

dx increases as the stiffness ki of body part Oi decreases. 775

Under the conservative hypothesis4 that the kinetic energy 776

is transformed into elastic energy, and that the momentum 777

is preserved through the instantaneous impact, the transient 778

contact is a totally inelastic impact, starting at relative velocity 779

vij between Rj and Oi. 780

E “ pPiAq2
ki

“ m1v2ij
2

, vij “ PiA
c

ki
m1

2

(11)

where ki is the stiffness of the approximate spring-damped 781

model of the Oi. 782

P Tr
ijk captures the pain effects on the human body as a

result of the compression during the impact and, like P Qs
ijk,

is discretized and formalized through a set of formulae; for
example, formula (12) captures the only negligible case, which
corresponds to Se ă 3.

P Tr
ij “ lowô pm1 “ low^ pvij “ mid|highqq_
ppm1 “ mid|highq ^ vij “ lowq _ pm1 “ low^ vij “ lowq

(12)

In conclusion, key elements for computing severity are robot 783

force and velocity (vj , fj) in each state s, and the geometries 784

of R and L rendered by shapej , shapek attributes and ulti- 785

mately expressed through predicate minshapeijk. According 786

to fig. 6, even the occurrences of low-severity hazards should 787

be analyzed carefully because their combination with high 788

probability yields non-negligible risk—i.e., risk ą τ . A typical 789

example is the continuous exposure to unwanted contacts 790

which are not tolerable for ergonomics and health reasons 791

[76]. 792

4Under the assumption that the system is isolated, any energy gener-
ated/dissipated by robot control is not modeled, so that the energy exchange
between body and robot includes all the energy.
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C. Risk Evaluation793

A system designer should decide how conservative the794

system should be, and define a safety property accordingly.795

The global state of the model in every instant of a history796

should be checked against this property through an automated797

formal verification tool—Zot [60] in our case—to determine798

whether the property is violated or not. Figure 8 shows the799

customized output of Zot, which shows the state of the system800

at a time instant.801

Figure 8: An example of a report on system state produced by
the tool at a given time instant (t = 10).

A simplified example of a safety property is provided in802

formula (1). Here we introduce the actual safety property803

used in our approach, which captures the complexity of HRC804

contacts more properly. The formulae of the model explicitly805

state that, when the risk of a hazard reaches the acceptability806

threshold (τ ), the associated RRM should be triggered. The807

purpose of defining the formula below is to check if each risk808

is suitably handled by at least one RRM, and it does not stay809

above the acceptability threshold for longer than one instant.5810

811

Alw

¨

˝

riskijk ď τ _
riskijk ą τ ^ Dy

ˆ

RRMijk,y^
Futr priskijk ď τ, 1q

˙

˛

‚ (13)

If formula (13) is not satisfied it means that there is an RRM812

which is not strong enough, or that there is a hazard which813

has been left without mitigation. Thus, we know in order to814

satisfy this formula we need to define RRMs. They could be815

initially defined and included in the model, as we will see816

in subsection VI-D, or eventually come to our attention after817

several iterations of verification process, as it will be discussed818

in subsection VI-E.819

D. Risk Reduction820

The safety assessment approach presented in this paper sup-821

ports a dynamic mechanism for activating/deactivating RRMs,822

so that they reduce the application’s risks only when necessary.823

Sometimes RRMs may unacceptably downgrade the entire824

performance of the application. In general RRMs mitigate825

risky hazards by (i) reducing their probability (e.g., changing826

5As a consequence of changing the property to be verified from formula (1)
to formula (13), the state machine of fig. 5 needs to be adjusted in a fairly
straightforward way.

plan or workflow, preventing failures, etc), (ii) reducing their 827

avoidability providing escaping conditions, (iii) reduce or 828

eliminating the lesion on the human body in case of hazardous 829

event. An RRM is “immediately” applied when a high level 830

of risk is detected, and consequently, the risk value should 831

go below the threshold “right after” the RRM starts. This is 832

captured by the following formula where y identifies the type 833

of the employed RRM. In our formalization “immediately” 834

and “right after” are formalized as “simultaneously”—i.e., 835

riskijk ą τ ^ DypRRMijk,yq—and “at the next instant”—i.e., 836

Futr priskijk ď τ, 1q. Alternatively, one could have employed 837

the more sophisticated notion of zero-time transitions [77], 838

[78], where phenomena occur at vanishingly close time in- 839

stants, which are still separate. 840

riskijk ą τ ñ DypRRMijk,yq (14)

The rest of this section introduces formalizations for some 841

RRMs, particularly relevant for HRC situations. 842

Definition 11 (Speed and Separation Monitoring (SSM)): 843

Contact-less collaborative modes can be used for protecting the 844

operator by tuning the robot speed to maintain a minimum safe 845

distance [29] from the operator as in the following formula. 846

The safety team can purposefully select an RRM that tunes 847

distance and/or velocity according to the following formula: 848

RRMijk,SSM ñ
pSepij ă Sepmin ñFutr pvij “ none, 1qq^
pSepmin ď Sepij ďSepmid ñ Futr pvijďmid, 1qq

(15)

where Sepmin and Sepmid are two thresholds on the distance 849

between Oj and Ri, moving at relative speed vij . Sepmid is 850

used as a threshold for slowing down Ri, so to maintain a 851

Sepmin threshold. When Sepmin is violated, a protection stop 852

is triggered. 853

The details about the computation of relative velocity and 854

separation distance in continuous kinematics are available in 855

ISO/TS 15066 [28, §5.5.4]. For the consistency of formula (15) 856

in implementations, it is essential that (i) the position of both 857

Rj and Oi is measured by monitoring all the L locations, 858

and (ii) the robot is equipped with some safety function able 859

to limit its velocity. However, the formula is general enough 860

to be independent from the specific implementation of the 861

SSM strategy on actual hardware. It is able to capture either 862

the case of keeping a constant distance through proximity 863

sensing, considering a default human speed of 1.6m/s ISO/TS 864

15066[28], ISO 13855ISO:13855, or the case of dynamically 865

updating the separation distances through online human track- 866

ing [79]. Mutual positions can be measured through any kind 867

of environmental sensors (e.g., laser scanners) or on-board 868

proximity sensing, while the ability to limit the velocity to 869

a given value is part of the functions offered by the safety- 870

related part of the robot control system (e.g., EN 61800-5-2 871

safely-limited speed). During the discretization of velocities 872

for formula (15), a numerical correspondence with current 873

technology is straightforward: robot speeds exceeding 600 ´ 874

800 mm/s can reasonably be defined as fast for lightweight 875

low-payload robots, whereas 2 m/s can be assumed as the 876

fast threshold for traditional industrial medium/high-payload 877
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robots. Similarly, vj “ low may be assigned to ď 250 mm/s,878

corresponding to a well-established value of low speed for all879

classes of robots.880

Avoiding collisions may be hardly practicable in881

crowded/narrow environments, or accidental minor contacts882

could be unavoidable. An alternative strategy is to reduce883

the severity Se through, e.g., the Power and Force Limiting884

(PFL) collaborative mode [28, §5.5.5], derived from the recent885

experience in industrial domains.886

Definition 12 (PFL quasi-static): The suitable RRM for a887

quasi-static hazard hzdQsijk is a force-limiting PFL (PFLf for888

short) protection measure:889

RRMijk,PFLf ñ P Qs
ijk “ low (16)

The effect of PFLf is to reduce the pressure on a body part890

until a safe threshold is reached, i.e., attaining the condition891

in formula (10). The continuous model of a constrained892

contact is depicted in fig. 9, with the RRM-enabling condition893

represented by D . The RRM is enforced by control functions894

able to detect and limit the force fi on robot links, or by895

intrinsically safe features (e.g., compliant actuation), or both.

Figure 9: Typical pressure pattern (solid line) on a body part
of a given surface and stiffness, in case of contact: at A
the body loses contact because of the impact, recoils in B ,
before any control action can take place after C (reaction
time). From starting condition i , the RRM leading to safe
f condition can be done by limiting/detaching the robot

force/torque (dotted line) or passively distributing the pressure
on larger surfaces (dot-dashed line). Intrinsically safe (low-
power or compliant) robots behave as the latter case.

896

Definition 13 (PFL dynamic): The suitable RRM for a897

transient hazard hzdTrijk is a speed-limiting PFL (PFLv for short)898

protection measure:899

RRMijk,PFLv ñ vTrij “ low (17)

The effect of PFLv is to reduce the momentum transfer, and900

consequently the impact power through the interacting surface901

on body parts. Given that the reduced masses are constant,902

the RRM is obtained by tuning vi, and consequently vij , as903

in formula (12).904

E. Iterations in estimation and reduction of risks 905

When necessary upon risk estimation, one or more RRMs 906

are implemented6 by updating the properties of the sys- 907

tem components. These updates entail that a new model is 908

produced, corresponding to a new set of histories, hence a 909

new formal verification activity is performed. The process 910

explained above is done systematically in a so-called push- 911

button way, which requires minimum manual interference to 912

refine the model at each iteration. 913

Example 2: Pursuing example 1, the results of the risk 914

analysis for identified hazardous cases can be reported as the 915

following: 916

1) The RRM introduced for the hazard detected in the first 917

case of the example (i.e.,
H1

hzdTrijkpt2q) is RRMijk,SSM, 918

which tackles the hazard by reducing the probability of 919

its occurrence. 920

2) The hazard detected in the second case (i.e., 921
H2

hzdQsijkpt2q) is dealt with through RRMijk,PFLv . 922

This RRM reduces the risk by weakening its severity. 923

Let us emphasize that the aforementioned types of RRMs 924

of Subsection VI-D are only some examples among several 925

other possible ones, which have different effects on the risk 926

levels and on the performance of the application. 927

The selection of RRMs in different situations depends on 928

the safety strategy chosen by a safety analyzer or even by 929

an automated reasoner. The result could lead to different 930

courses of execution: one model instance may be forced to 931

completely prevent physical contacts by implementing, e.g., 932

collision avoidance strategies, while other options may allow 933

physical contacts (e.g., due to the instructions of the executing 934

action), but restraining the relative physical parameters. The 935

incremental nature of the formal verification allows us to 936

model both strategies (contact-tolerant vs. contact-less), to 937

verify the formal model in either case and to enable the 938

identification of the best strategy for various situations. 939

A related point to consider when choosing RRMs, in fact, 940

is the required efficiency in terms of feasibility and execution 941

time of a given action under the effects of a RRM. For 942

example, an action might demand a full speed performance 943

by the robot (e.g., no constraints are possible on velocity), or 944

it might tolerate some level of delay caused by constraining 945

the physical parameters of the system. The effects of the safety 946

strategy and associated RRM selection on the verification 947

outcome is shown trough the following example. 948

Example 3: Figure 10 shows an environment in which two 949

human operators and a dual-arm robot mounted on a mobile 950

platform work together. Assume that the robot, which is now 951

located in location 1 , should move to location 2 , and then 952

from there to 3 . A collision between human (the one who 953

is not in 1 ) and robot could appear at location X while 954

robot is moving from 2 to 3 and the operator is moving 955

6Functions implementing RRMs shall comply with functional safety re-
quirements in [29, §5.5.2]. It is however out of the scope of the model and
the formal verification tool to verify the compliance of safety-related parts
of the control systems and all other safety functions to the functional safety
standards (e.g., [71]). Each RRM is assumed to be safely deployed. See also
Section VIII.
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Figure 10: Example of a task involving a mobile dual-arm
robot, (self)planning its motion/mission in an environment
shared with human operators.

from 3 to 1 . There are three possible safety strategies—956

and corresponding RRMs—to deal with this collision.957

a) Contact-less safety strategy: If contacts are to be958

avoided, whenever the robot and operator’s distance goes959

below a certain threshold, the RRM in formula (15) slows960

down or stops the robot. Thus, robot and operator will never961

meet whilst the robot is moving too fast.962

b) Contact-tolerant safety strategy: Considering the lay-963

out in the figure, it seems hard to avoid contacts. Alternatively,964

the RRM in formula (17) could reduce the average veloc-965

ity along trajectories of predictable human movements (e.g.,966

around X ) so that harmless physical contact occurs along967

colliding patterns.968

c) Safety by planning/control: Another way of avoiding969

potentially frequent contacts, which might compromise the970

efficiency of the task execution, is to plan the robot to stop in971

2 until the operator arrives at 1 . Then it starts moving972

towards 3 . This way the collision hazard at X never973

appears, but the execution time might considerably increase.974

This strategy belongs to a class of planning activities because975

it is a purposeful re-arrangement of the sequence of actions,976

redefining the intended use. The selected RRM can be modeled977

as a new pre-condition for action “move to 3 ” of the robot. If978

we indicate “robot moves from 2 to 3 ” as ai, and “operator979

moves from 3 to 2 ” as aj then the risk reduction can be980

formalized as preCi ñ aj,sts“dn.981

VII. EXPERIMENTAL CASE STUDY982

This section illustrates how SAFER-HRC works in prac-983

tice by applying it to a realistic case study of collaborative984

fixture assembly in a Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS).985

The preparation of machine tool pallets—i.e., setting jigs986

and mounting (dismounting) workpieces into (from) fixtures987

before (after) machining—is a skillful and heavy job. Hence,988

collaborative robots are used to assist operators in tasks such989

as carrying/loading tools or containers, supporting workpieces990

during assembly, applying tools.991

We consider a scenario in which the robotic system provides992

all services that improve the ergonomics of manual operations993

and release the operators from repetitive or heavy tasks. The994

robotic system is a manipulator arm mounted on a mobile995

unit that automatically relocates within a workspace as the 996

one shown in fig. 11-(a). Regularly, the robot is positioned 997

in front of the two assembly stations 1 and 2 , or close 998

to an instrumented inspection station 3 . The robot unit can 999

nonetheless travel and access the whole workspace, including 1000

a loading/unloading area for raw materials and finished parts, 1001

and can be manually adjusted by operators around its pro- 1002

grammed positions (e.g., to compensate positioning/reaching 1003

limits or errors). 1004

Two human operators (op1 and op2) are employed in the 1005

application. op1 is mostly present on stations 1 and 2 , 1006

while op2 works mainly on 3 or executes auxiliary manual 1007

tasks on the workbench in 4 . Both operators can freely hold 1008

and resume their tasks, swap posts, or join one another in 1009

some area. The main robot-assisted intended tasks are: pallet 1010

assembly at stations 1 and 2 , including bin-picking from 1011

local storage carried by the mobile unit; pallet disassembly at 1012

1 and 2 , including bin-dumping; pallet inspection at station 1013

3 ; lead-through programming of assembly, disassembly, and 1014

inspection tasks (trajectories, parameters, etc.) at stations 1 , 1015

2 and 3 ; material handling on load/unload areas. 1016

Other manual tasks by op1 and op2 include manual loading 1017

of parts/boxes; (additional) visual inspection of pallet at sta- 1018

tions 1 , 2 and 3 ; manual assembly/disassembly of pallet at 1019

stations 1 and 2 ; manual measurements of parts at station 1020

4 ; cleaning pallets at stations 1 and 2 ; kitting of tools 1021

and parts at stations 1 , 2 and 3 ; general supervision (pro- 1022

gramming other tasks at HMI during operations, consulting 1023

production data at HMI, etc.) at stations 1 , 2 and 3 . 1024

Note that all combinations of robot/manual task assignments 1025

are admitted (e.g., robot holds and op1 screw-drives jigs and 1026

vice versa, switching tasks on the fly, quitting a manual task 1027

and assigning the robot to proceed autonomously). Frequently, 1028

robot base and operators move side-to-side across the central 1029

aisle, or other operators transit along the aisle because the 1030

target area is part of a larger plant and access to it is not 1031

restricted. See fig. 11-(b) for reference layout and situations. 1032

A. Model Generation 1033

First, two instances of O and a R model with four main 1034

parts (R1, R2, Ree, base) are initialized. The second step to 1035

apply our methodology is the creation of L, which provides 1036

a discretized and abstract representation of the workspace, as 1037

in fig. 11-(c). The 3D model of the L workspace is rendered 1038

with stacked regions of three layers: lower, middle and upper 1039

sections. Section sizes are relative to robot and human sizes. 1040

The mobile robot base has mobility in low layers, while the 1041

manipulator arm can reach middle and upper layers, in each 1042

region. The human body is discretized in head, chest, leg, arm 1043

and fingers segments. Assuming, e.g., a person standing, the 1044

lower sections reach up to operators’ hips, the middle sections 1045

cover torsos up to shoulders (where chest, arm and fingers 1046

segments are expected), and the upper sections are supposed 1047

to account for the position of operators’ heads. The head can 1048

(hazardously) get down to the middle layers. Naturally, arms 1049

and fingers are the most mobile human parts. 1050

The third step is to model the tasks, e.g., to create activity 1051

diagrams of the whole application, identify atomic actions and 1052
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Figure 11: (a) - The case study is carried on a real workplace, where two assembly stations and one test station are operational.
The mobile robot is intended to (un)load workpieces and move across the aisle (blue area); (b) - Abstract sketch of the
workspace with all the sizes and possible positions of the robot and operators; (c) - Discretized representation of the layout
according to the characteristics of locations. L areas are colored according to their obst value: occluded (red), clear (orange),
free (yellow). White areas do not have a static obst value, but obst attribute can assume occluded, clear or free values
depending on the robot movements. The radial areas around the robotic arm actually turn around with the robot and, at any
time, define the obst of the areas they coincide with.

formalize their pre/post-conditions. In the following, the model1053

of tasks and their actions are described with informal language,1054

and a sample of detailed formulae corresponding to individual1055

actions is shown in fig. 12.1056

g.  assembling/
disassembling 

f.  inspection 

c.  load/ unload 

d.  assembling/
disassembling 

e.  supervision 

b.  measurement 

a.  kitting tools 

h.  moving to bin 

j.  bin picking 

l.  moving to   1 

i.  load 

k.  unload 

2.  arm stretching 
out 

3.  moving EndEff 
down the bin 

4.  opening the 
gripper 

5.  closing the 
gripper 

6.  arm stretching 
out 

8.  place the 
workpiece 

7.  moving EndEff 
away 

1.  moving to   1 

preC6 ñ pAdjppbase, pbinqq ^ pa5,sts “dnq^
ppgpr “ pbinq ^ isLoadedpRgprq

posC6 ñ pAdjppbase, pbinqq^
pAdjppgpr, pbinqq ^ isLoadedpRgprq

1

Figure 12: The case study application is composed of several
tasks done by operator (a - e) and robot (f - g). gpr is the
gripper end-effector and predicate isLoadedpRgprq means that
the gripper is loaded with a workpiece. Here only the detail of
task g is shown as an example. It is broken down into subtasks
(h - l). Then, each of them in turn is a sequence of atomic
actions. Here, the actions of subtask k are shown, with their
intended order. The formulae shown at the top right of the
figure are an example of pre/post-conditions of an action (in
particular, of action 6).

The application is nominally divided in operator (i.e., a1057

- e) and robot tasks (i.e., f - g), but different combinations1058

of human and robot tasks can achieve the same effects. For1059

example, executing task ‘g’, which is done by the robot, is1060

equivalent to executing tasks ‘a’ and ‘d’ by the operator. Some 1061

tasks can also be switched between the operator and the robot. 1062

B. Model Verification and Risk Reduction 1063

As a result of a formal verification round, several samples 1064

of the SAFER-HRC output (graphical and textual traces) 1065

are shown in fig. 13. In terms hazard identification, those 1066

corresponding to time steps 17 and 24 are examples of hazards 1067

due to intended uses, while the other two show hazards caused 1068

by unintended or erroneous behavior of the operator. Time step 1069

8 reports the occurrence of a Tr hazard on operator’s head 1070

when he/she mistakenly bends down to execute an inspection 1071

task. Time step 20 depicts a hazardous situation resulting from 1072

a wrong manual execution (e.g., due to not following assigned 1073

instructions). For instance, the operator might confuse her/his 1074

duties and mistakenly starts to execute the task which has been 1075

assigned to the robot. Since the task is to pick pieces from the 1076

local bin, he/she is exposed to impacts. 1077

Table V provides a numerical report of the performances of 1078

the SAFER-HRC procedure applied to the use case, which can 1079

be classified as ”regular” in terms of difficulty of analysis from 1080

a safety technology and risk assessment expertise standpoint, 1081

and ”challenging” in terms of extension and size of situations 1082

to consider. Unlike the general practice of risk assessment, 1083

SAFER-HRC reports all occurrences of hazards, including 1084

repeated/similar situations along a history: 60 instances of 1085

27 individual hazards are found, combining the 2 base types 1086

of contact hazards (Qs and Tr impacts) along the tasks in 1087

the different required locations. In addition to being more 1088

complete than an averagely accurate risk assessment, the 1089

precise identification of hazard instances would allow a control 1090

system to trigger RRMs in due situations, at the right time. 1091

Another benefit of the SAFER-HRC method is that a 1092

relatively large number of Tr hazards is identified (73% of 1093

total hazards): crushing and entanglement hazards (Qs) are 1094
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Figure 13: Examples of outputs of the tool: snapshots of different time instants.

Table V: Post-evaluation analysis of rounds of formal verification and model update: main performance figures in the hazard
identification group refer to the first round (no RRMs), while figure about RRMs in risk reduction group refer to the application
of model updates.

somehow easier to track in a HRC application because they are1095

associated with physical locations used during task execution.1096

Accidental dynamic impacts may instead happen all along1097

robot movements, in any region. Such high numbers in hazard1098

finding are due to the ability of exploring many individual1099

locations (69) to be combined with the 5 segments used in dis-1100

cretizing the operators’ body. Since the method encompasses1101

also unintended behaviors, many identified hazards are derived1102

from misuses or errors, which are an essential part of accurate1103

risk assessments in HRC. This is highlighted by the relatively1104

high rate of detected unintended uses (45%).1105

Risk reduction is achieved by manually selecting (see1106

liability of human assessor in subsection VI-E) one of 51107

possible RRMs, suitable to solve up to 20 different sub-cases1108

of hazardous situations.1109

The total running time for all rounds of model verification1110

is in the order of minutes/hours using commodity hardware,71111

to which we estimate to add several other days of model1112

development—which might be anyway largely reused in simi-1113

lar applications. As a result, SAFER-HRC requires less effort1114

than what is in general8 necessary for completing a thorough1115

safety assessment.1116

7The experiments were done on a Linux desktop machine with a 3.4 GHz
Intel R© CoreTM i7-4770 CPU and 16 GB RAM of which only 235 MB have
been used in the worst case. The average experiment time for each iteration
was 19 minutes and 37 seconds.

8According to the experience of some of the authors in performing risk
assessments in HRC.

VIII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 1117

The methodology introduced in this paper incorporates, 1118

automates and improves existing standardized procedures for 1119

the safety assessment of HRC applications by using automated 1120

formal verification techniques. In particular, the methodology 1121

relies on the TRIO temporal logic for system modeling, and on 1122

the Zot formal verification tool to iteratively identify hazardous 1123

situations associated with non-negligible risks, and to mitigate 1124

them by introducing RRMs in the model. 1125

The methodology improves manual risk assessments in 1126

terms of exhaustiveness, fallibility and accuracy, while keeping 1127

a human-in-the-loop [80] standpoint. The last feature tags this 1128

methodology as semi-automated due to the involvement of 1129

a human safety analyzer in the process of model refinement 1130

(i.e., explicitly introducing or acknowledging risk reduction 1131

models). 1132

Discussion 1133

This section examines in some depth the obtained results 1134

from the point of view of two relevant issues; then it addresses 1135

another important one which has been left for future research. 1136

a) Granularity and Scalability of the model: The pre- 1137

cision of the model is crucial for a robust identification of 1138

hazards. It might seem that the discretization of the model 1139

parameters, which is necessary for handling the size and com- 1140

plexity of the model, jeopardizes its precision. However, the 1141

discretization is done according to the functional specifications 1142
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and some knowledge of the task (see, e.g., the examples of lev-1143

els of speed for velocity discretization in Subsection VI-D, de-1144

pending on the size and payload of robots). Other notable ex-1145

amples of the effects of discretization concern the partitioning1146

of layout locations, which are identified—and sized—by their1147

application-dependent features. The discretization is designed1148

to prevent the possibility of overlooking relevant situations1149

(e.g., instantaneous swapping of presence in adjacent regions)1150

and consequently missing some hazards. In Example 1 the lay-1151

out region L1 is large enough to capture the proximity of the1152

robot and the operator—i.e., detecting the contact situations—1153

when they move in opposite directions. This approach is1154

generalized to any situation where the model discretization1155

involves some critical effects [63]. However, a finer granularity1156

increases the model complexity and verification time. Issues1157

such as not only granularity, but also the number of layout1158

locations, the number of elements of the robot system, the1159

size of the task (number of actions and number of possible1160

execution variations) can greatly increase the complexity of the1161

model. As the model gets bigger, the formal verification tool1162

needs more time to exhaustively explore the corresponding1163

state-space—leading to the well known state-space explosion1164

issue of formal verification approaches. Finding the right level1165

of detail for models representing systems is an open issue,1166

which inevitably involves using some level of abstraction [81].1167

The main consequence of increasing the complexity of the1168

model—hence verification times, which can become hours—1169

is the inability of executing the verification online, while1170

the system is running. However, our experiments are based1171

on realistic case studies, on which verification times were1172

acceptable. Hence, we claim that the approach is effective also1173

from the scalability point of view.1174

On the other hand, since this paper mainly focuses on1175

design time the issue remains one of “trading off precision1176

for exhaustiveness”. For example, one could prefer to use a1177

precise simulator that gradually generates multiple small and1178

short traces of a system, rather than to exhaustively explore1179

all the possible traces of a simplified abstract system. Both1180

techniques have benefits and drawbacks already known to the1181

scientific community and could be used as complementary1182

approaches.1183

b) Functional Safety: The presented approach involves1184

the use of RRMs in a purely abstract definition—i.e., as any1185

sort of hazard-specific safety functions whose effect is to1186

“solve” non-negligible risks (reduce the risk score). This is1187

done for de-coupling the functional safety requirements on1188

RRMs and the actual implementation of the safety functions1189

that underpin RRMs. This approach has benefits in terms1190

of formal verification, without affecting the consistency of1191

the results obtained. For instance, the pain-pressure reduction1192

RRM formula (10) is based on a safety function for force1193

limitation, whose action is simply captured in the model by the1194

condition fj “ low. Such function (i.e., formal predicate) is1195

nonetheless implemented very differently—e.g., by tuning the1196

maximum generated joint torque in commercial controllers, or1197

by limiting the actuators power, or by inherently-safe design1198

of joints (e.g., through elements of passive compliance, like1199

SEAs). Any implementation has the effect of lowering the1200

Se factor of the risk estimation (i.e., limit the consequences 1201

of the harm). As part of a safety function, the reliability of 1202

the risk reduction is reported by the improved probability 1203

factor, e.g., Pr ă 2 in risk estimation. A failure in the safety 1204

function is then excluded, i.e., fj cannot assume tmid, highu 1205

values in the safety function predicate. When no RRM is 1206

applied, instead, failures of the system or of control functions 1207

can still be taken into account by altering the properties 1208

of the model to be verified. In the current version of the 1209

model, no requirements of functional safety are specified— 1210

e.g., no required Performance Level PLr as for ISO 13849 1211

is assigned and it is assumed that any RRM is implemented 1212

in the real system with the correct and suitable PL “ PLr. 1213

The verification of the functional safety requirements of RRMs 1214

would be nested inside the described effects of selection and 1215

application of RRMs: assigning a PLr would be a matter 1216

of defining the exact probabilities of occurrence (derived 1217

from initial value of Pr) and gravity (derived from initial 1218

values of Se) of potential failures of the RRM. Verifying the 1219

implemented PL is a matter of computing the failure rate 1220

of the actual devices composing the safety function, together 1221

with the architecture and the Diagnostic Coverage of such 1222

function. This computation is nested because it would produce 1223

the evidence that the safety function is in fact able to improve 1224

the risk estimation factors, as captured by the formal model. 1225

c) Stochastic Modeling: Risk estimation in HRC appli- 1226

cations is affected by probabilistic distributions of unintended 1227

human behaviors or errors, which cumulate with distributions 1228

about failure rates or mis-functions of devices and concurrent 1229

failures/errors. In this paper we abstracted away from proba- 1230

bilistic analysis in the sense that we adopted some discrete val- 1231

ues, at some level of granularity as proposed by hybrid meth- 1232

ods [61], estimated a priori on the basis of previous experience 1233

and common sense. As pointed out in previous item VIII-0b, 1234

the Pr factor for failsafe components or functions, if deemed 1235

necessary as part of RRMs, is transformed from ”high” to 1236

”low” (instead of being a numerical expression of, e.g., the ISO 1237

13849-1 parameter PFHd of a safety function). Associating 1238

probability distributions with detected hazard occurrences, and 1239

specifically human errors, would make the risk estimate more 1240

accurate, but it would not necessarily fundamentally alter the 1241

proposed approach. Indeed, probabilities could be associated 1242

with hazards after they are detected by the formal verification 1243

runs, to better estimate the actual need to introduce RRMs. In 1244

particular, we considered in [70] a series of common human 1245

errors derived from previous analyses based on psychological 1246

operator models [82]. We consider deterministic facts resulting 1247

from errors (e.g., being late, being in the wrong location, 1248

doing the wrong sequence, not respecting a post-condition). 1249

Introducing a continuous probability of such operator’s errors 1250

could be the result of a suitable formalization of a parameter 1251

associated with erroneous conditions. Considering the present 1252

literature on modeling human behavior in HRC applications 1253

(e.g., the probability of repeating the same error twice, the 1254

probabilities of errors for tired, unexperienced operators with 1255

respect to expert, concentrated operators), a stochastic model 1256

of errors could help in assigning more accurate Pr factors to 1257

error appearances, but would not be formalized as a further 1258
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cause-effect relationship accounting for cognitive phenomena1259

of any type. An objective of ongoing research is to embed1260

complementary stochastic modeling for error parametrization1261

into our approach based on deterministic formal verification.1262
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